The nodes and arcs of a network configuration replicated over time is a common structure found in many applications, particularly in the area of logistics. A common cost structure for flows in arcs for such problems involves both a fixed and variable cost. Combining the two concepts results in the uncapacitated time-space fixed-charge network flow problem. These problems can be modeled as mixed binary linear programs and can be solved with commercial software. To create these models for uncapacitated arcs requires determining artificial arc capacities that are sufficiently large so that the solution space has not been altered, but are small enough that the linear programming relaxations are tight. In this investigation, we present a strategy for determining these artificial arc capacities for any time-space fixedcharge network flow problem. In extensive empirical tests, we provide statistical evidence that the strategy is superior to the usual techniques applied to this class of problem. Many of the most difficult problems were solved in only 5% of the computational time required by standard techniques.
on arcs and has a multitude of practical applications. Fixed-charge network flow problems are commonly used to model warehouse/plant location problems, transportation problems, network design problems, and others in which set-up costs exist. Combining the time-space and fixed-charge network paradigm defines the problem of interest for this investigation. This study was motivated by an application of cash management faced by many large national banks. These banks manage cash distribution centers called vaults. A vault is simply a large warehouse where cash is counted, sorted, and packaged for redistribution.
Deposits and withdrawals are made using armored vehicles which travel between vaults or to and from the nearest Federal Reserve Bank. The cost of transporting cash is modeled using a fixed and variable cost. Storing the cash in a vault overnight incurs only a variable cost. In the time-space fixed-charge (TSFC) network representation, illustrated in Figure 1 , each business day is a distinct time period and the vaults are modeled as nodes replicated across the time periods (Frost et al. 2008 ). Deficits of cash at a given vault on a given day can be fulfilled by shipments from the nearest Federal Reserve Bank. Similarly, surplus cash can be removed from a bank's books by a deposit at the nearest Federal Reserve Bank. For the arcs illustrated in Figure 1 , the fixed costs are relatively high compared to the variable costs. 
The Literature
The only difference between the formulation of the fixed-charge problem and easy linear programming problems is the discontinuous cost function. This deceptively simple detail is sufficient to distinguish the fixed-charge problem as NP-hard (Garey and Johnson 1979) .
Solving the problem to optimality therefore becomes exponentially more difficult as the problem size increases. The fixed-charge problem has been studied extensively and is of significant practical use. It includes the single and multiple source fixed-charge transportation problem, capacitated and uncapacitated lot-sizing, warehouse location problem, and Steiner tree problem as variants. The literature is replete with different approaches to either improve algorithmic efficiency for optimal solutions or to develop heuristics that find good solutions quickly.
This literature review is divided into multiple sections. In the first, the history and development of exact approaches is examined. In the second, a review of various heuris-tic approaches is presented. Finally, practical applications of the time-space problem are reviewed. Hirsch and Dantzig (1968) formulated the fixed-charge problem in 1954 and showed that the optimal solution will lie at an extreme point. Based on this finding, Murty (1968) devised the first exact procedure to solve the fixed-charge problem by ranking the extreme points. He found that it is not necessary to rank all the extreme points since it is possible to determine upper and lower bounds for the problem. Gray (1971) devised a method to find the exact solution to the fixed-charge transportation problem. Gray's procedure, a branch-and-bound method which iteratively updates the problems bounds, was shown to work more efficiently than Murty's method for problems where the fixed-charges dominate. Steinberg (1970) introduced another branch-and-bound procedure that solves the fixed-charge problem exactly. Kennington and Unger (1976) developed a more efficient method for solving the fixedcharge transportation problem. They formulated the problem as a network flow problem, used a linear relaxation as the lower-bound, and applied the "up"and "down" DriebreekTomlin penalties (Driebeek 1966 , Tomlin 1971 to guide the branch-and-bound process.
Exact Methods
Computationally this method was shown to be substantially faster than Gray's method. Barr et al. (1981) also studied the fixed-charge transportation problem. Their focus was to develop an exact approach that would work well on a sparse network since they claimed most real-world transportation problems are sparse. Their work enhanced the standard fathomingtests and implemented an algorithm that calculated the Driebreek-Tomlin penalties more efficiently. Empirical tests demonstrated that the new algorithm solved both sparse and dense problems more efficiently than previous exact methods. Cabot and Erenguc (1986) extended the work of Kennington and Unger (1976) and Barr et al. (1981) to create a second penalty that was used to select the branching variable in a general linear fixed-charge problem. They performed an empirical study comparing their new penalty with the Driebreek-Tomlin penalty used in the previous investigations. In most of their cases, they found that the new penalty was stronger than the Driebreek-Tomlin penalty. Palekar et al. (1990) developed another penalty to solve the fixed-charge transportation problem. They claim that this conditional penalty is stronger than both the Driebeek-Tomlin and the Cabot-Erenguc penalties. Their computational work showed that for complex problems the penalties reduced the number of transportation subproblems by up to 65% over the Cabot-Erenguc method. Furthermore, they provided guidelines to classify the difficulty level for specific instances of problems. Citing Kennington (1976) , they determined that the F/C ratio, the ratio of fixed-charges to continuous costs, is of critical importance to determine the difficulty of a problem. However, since the F/C ratio is not available until after the problem is solved, they defined an apriori approximation of the ratio which allows difficulty to be estimated before solving the problem. Lamar and Wallace (1997) revised the Palekar conditional penalties noting that the underlying philosophy was correct, but that a simple revision was necessary to ensure an optimal solution is found. The revised penalties are empirically shown to still dominate the Driebeek-Tomlin penalties. Bell et al. (1999) extended this work deriving another conditional penalty and new capacity improvement techniques for the problem by using concave relaxation during the branch-and-bound procedure instead of the standard linear relaxation. Their computational work shows a significant increase in efficiency for solving hard problems. Herer et al. (1996) studied the single-sink fixed-charge transportation problem and developed new rules that increase the efficiency of the implicit complete enumeration algorithm proposed by Haberl (1991) . They introduced two domination rules and two lower bound rules which they determined can be combined without interfering with each other. Empirically they demonstrated that for all challenging problems, the combined rule algorithm significantly outperformed all other algorithms tested. However, they noted that for small problems, such as may be encountered when the single-sink fixed-charge transportation problem is a sub-problem, the preprocessing time necessary to implement the rule combination algorithm may outweigh the performance improvements. Alidaee and Kochenberger (2005) also studied the single-sink fixed-charge transportation problem and presented a dynamic programming approach. The theoretical complexity of their algorithm is significantly better than the enumeration techniques of Herer et al. (1996) . Cruz et al. (1998) used branch-and-bound methods to solve the uncapacitated fixedcharge network flow problem. Instead of the standard linear relaxation to provide lower bounds to the problem, they used Lagrangean relaxation in its place. This relaxation in itself does not create lower bounds that are tighter than the linear relaxation, but the formulation allowed them to apply a heuristic that does produce better lower bounds and efficient upper bounds throughout the procedure. Their computational experiments validated their method making faster solutions possible on larger problems. Kim and Hooker (2002) investigated a method that combines constraint programming with optimization techniques to solve the fixed-charge problem. They found that for certain fixed-charge variants, their hybrid approach was superior to cutting-plane techniques. Ortega and Wolsey (2003) used a branch-and-cut algorithm to solve the uncapacitated fixed-charge problem to optimality. Their procedure utilizes several heuristics including a greedy algorithm to generate good node subsets for the dicuts and the dynamic slope-scaling heuristic developed by Kim and Pardalos (1999) . They claim that their method used in combination with the cutting-plane algorithms already incorporated in commercial solvers increases solution efficiency. Computational experiments on several types of fixed-charge problem instances validated their claims.
Costa (2005) presents a literature review of fixed-charge network design problems that appear to be well suited for application of the Benders decomposition algorithm. That is, each of these problems decompose into an integer program with one continuous variable and a network auxiliary problem. Since the auxiliary problems are easy, he claims that this approach is one of the most appropriate procedures for this class of problems. Due to the success of the investigations reviewed, he believes that this approach will gain additional acceptance in the future. Cooper and Drebes (1967) , Denzler (1969) and Steinberg (1970) each proposed heuristics for the fixed-charge problem based on an adjacent extreme point search. Walker (1976) independently developed a similar search technique. The algorithm, known as SWIFT, has two phases. The first is identical to the LP simplex procedure except that the rule for selecting the nonbasic variable to enter the basis is modified. The second phase forces nonbasic vectors into the basis to move the algorithm to a non-optimal adjacent extreme point. Phase 1 is then repeated from the new extreme point in an attempt to move the algorithm away from the first local optimum to find an improved one. The test cases, while small problems by current standards, showed the superiority of SWIFT over the previous approximate methods. Billheimer and Gray (1973) examined a special case of the fixed-charge problem, the single-source, single-sink multicommodity transshipment problem. Their procedure alternatively adds and drops arcs from the network problem based on certain criteria until a local optimum is reached. Balakrishnan et al. (1989) studied the uncapacitated network design problem, another variation of the fixed-charge problem, by using the dual-ascent technique which solves the dual of the problem approximately. After obtaining a solution, an add-drop heuristic was implemented. The joint algorithm was shown to quickly solve large problems, producing solutions within 4% of the optimum in most cases. The authors note however, that the dualascent procedure is not effective in the capacitated version of the network design problem.
Heuristic Methods
Tabu search is a metaheuristic for solving optimization problems designed to guide other search procedures to prevent them from becoming trapped at a local optimum (Glover 1990 ). This is accomplished by a rule inherent to the method which forbids certain search movements for a set number of iterations known as the tabu tenure. Sun and McKeown (1993) applied tabu search to the fixed-charge problem. The tabu conditions used impose a tabu tenure on nonbasic variables entering the basis, and a separate rule that ensures variables brought into the basis remain basic for a certain number of iterations. Additionally, they implemented a criterion which allows the procedure to override the tabu conditions, and a function that diversifies the search by forcing variables into the basis that have been nonbasic for the longest time. In all of their test cases, the tabu search either found the optimal solution or solutions very close to optimal. Tabu search has also been effective solving the fixedcharge transportation problem (Sun et al. 1998) . In both investigations, the authors note that further research is necessary to determine the best tabu parameters to solve difficult problems. Kim and Pardalos (1999) introduced the dynamic slope scaling procedure to approximate the fixed-charge problem. This procedure attempts to replace the non-linear objective function of the fixed-charge problem with a linear factor that simultaneously reflects the variable and fixed costs of the problem. The linear factor is found by solving a series of LP problems and recursively updating the cost function in each iteration. In their test cases, medium-sized problems were solved within 0.65% of optimal. For larger problems, ranging in size from 440 to 10,200 arcs, solutions were achieved quickly, with the longest running solve time being 72 seconds.
The more-for-less phenomena are paradoxical situations in which more quantity can be shipped through a transportation network for the same or lower costs. Adlakha et al. (2007) developed a heuristic that identifies the more-for-less phenomenon in fixed-charge transportation problems. The heuristic requires a basic feasible solution as an initial point and their experimental results demonstrate its success of finding more-for-less solutions when initialized at either optimal or non-optimal solutions.
Recently a significant quantity of research has focused on genetic algorithms to tackle the fixed-charge problem. Genetic algorithms, introduced by Holland (1975) are probabilistic, adaptive algorithms that attempt to evolve a population of candidate solutions known as chromosomes, towards a global optimal. The evolution takes place through a series of genetic operations such as mutation and crossover which produce a different population pool in the subsequent generation. Mutation is a genetic operator that randomly selects and modifies solutions within the population. Crossover is an operation which combines two different solutions to produce two similar offspring. Michalewicz et al. (1991) applied genetic algorithms to the non-linear transportation problem and developed techniques for initialization, crossover, and mutation that maintain population feasibility. Their work showed that for problems with discontinuous cost functions, genetic algorithms outperform the gradient-constrained non-linear solver implemented in MINOS. Jaramillo et al. (2002) used genetic algorithms to solve the location problem, including capacitated and uncapacitated fixed-charge problems. The authors conclude that genetic algorithms are promising for the uncapacitated fixed-charge problem since their test cases showed it quickly converged to a good solution. However, for the capacitated fixedcharge problem they found the genetic algorithm to perform poorly and subsequently do not recommend it as a viable method. Gen and Cheng (2003) provide a survey of genetic algorithms applied to difficult network design problems. They claim that a genetic algorithm approach is very effective for many kinds of problems including the fixed-charge transportation problem. They conclude that a key issue for solving problems successfully is defining an encoding that matches the nature of a given problem. used a spanning-tree encoded genetic algorithm to solve transportation problems with a discontinuous piecewise linear cost function. The fixed-charge transportation problem is a simplified variant of their problem, since its cost function has only one linear segment. They conclude that their method attains better quality solutions more efficiently than the matrix-based genetic algorithm used in Michalewicz et al. (1991) .
Additional research applying genetic algorithms to fixed-charge problems, may be found in Gottlieb and Paulmann (1998) Empirically they found this method to outperform the dynamic-slope scaling procedure of Kim and Pardalos (1999) in both solution quality and CPU time.
Time-Space Problems
Time-space network models are used in a variety of practical transportation problems. Zawack and Thompson (1987) used a time-space model to represent city traffic flow through a capacitated road system having both one-way and two-way streets. Powell (1986) and Frantzeskakis and Powell (1990) made use of time-space models to solve the stochastic vehicle allocation problem. Gintner et al. (2005) and Kliewer et al. (2006) applied the model to bus scheduling problems. Haghani and Oh (1996) and Yan and Shih (2007) used time-space networks to produce solutions to logistic problems encountered in disaster relief management.
Train routing and scheduling is an important application area which frequently employs timespace network modeling (Florian et al. 1976 , Sherali and Tuncbilek 1997 , Ahuja et al. 2005 ). (Jarrah et al. 1993 ), flight scheduling due to airport closures Lin 1997, Thengvall et al. 2003) , crew scheduling (Guo et al. 2006 ) and airplane taxi planning (Marín 2006, Marín and Codina 2008) .
Constructing a Tight LP Relaxation
Fixed-charged problems require binary and continuous variables to model variable and fixed costs associated with flow on an arc. A constraint is used for each arc that forces the binary variable to assume a value of 1 whenever the corresponding continuous variable assumes a value greater than zero. This constraint requires parameters whose values are sufficiently large so that the feasible region is not reduced. The objective of this investigation is to determine small, yet adequate values which ensure the optimal solution can be attained.
The procedure leverages the time-space structure of the TSFC problem to generate logical choices for the parameters. Extensive computational testing will quantify the performance improvements gained by using this procedure when solving TSFC problems exactly.
Let N = {1, . . . , n} be the set of spatial nodes, T = {0, . . . , t} be the set of time periods andN denote the set of node-time combinations in the time-space network. That is, the elements ofN are (i, r) pairs where i ∈ N, r ∈ T . Let A denote the set of arcs in the network.
Each element of A is a 4-tuple, (i, r, j, s) where (i, r) ∈N , (j, s) ∈N , and r ≤ s. Let the decision variable x irjs denote the flow on arc (i, r, j, s) ∈ A and the parameter M irjs be a number whose value is at least the optimal flow value on (i, r, j, s). The cost per unit flow on arc (i, r, j, s) is c irjs , the fixed cost on arc (i, r, j, s) is f irjs , and y irjs is a binary variable which will take on a value of 1 if x irjs > 0; and 0, otherwise. We assume that both c irjs and f irjs are nonnegative for all (i, r, j, s) ∈ A. The parameters R ir are the requirements at node (i, r) ∈N . If R ir > 0 then node (i, r) is a supply node, if R ir < 0 then node (i, r) is a demand node, otherwise node (i, r) is a transshipment node. Given a directed graph G = (N , A) the time-space fixed-charge network flow model is formally stated as follows. (i,r,j,s)∈A
The constraints (3) ensure that the fixed cost is incurred if x irjs > 0. Clearly, M irjs must be large enough so that it does not create an artificial constraint on the flow. Choosing a value for M irjs that is too large will not provide a tight linear relaxation for use in a branch-and-bound algorithm. Hence, our objective is to choose the smallest possible values for M irjs such that the solution space remains unchanged.
Let P1 denote the problem (1)- (4) with,
Since the arc flows in a TSFC do not flow to earlier time periods, the total demand in an arbitrary time period s must be met by the total supply available at time s. LetT = {0, . . . , s − 1, }. Let (j, s) be a node inN and Γ js denote the absolute maximum amount of flow that could be sent through any arc with head node (j, s). Then,
Let P2 denote the problem (1)- (4) with,
The calculation of M 1222 and M 3222 is illustrated in Figure 2 . The excess supply in period t = 0 is 15, the excess supply in period t = 1 is 2 and R 12 is 4 for a total of 21 units. Hence, the maximum flow in either arc (1, 2, 2, 2) or (3, 2, 2, 2) is 21.
Figure 2 About Here
Proposition: Suppose P1 has a feasible solution, c irjs ≥ 0 and f irjs ≥ 0 for all (i, r, j, s) ∈ A, and x * is an optimum for P1, then x * is an optimum for P2.
Proof: Since the feasible region for P2 is a subset of the feasible region for P1, we only need to show that x * is feasible for P2. Let x * ırs , denote the flow on arc (î, r,, s). Due to (2) the flow into period 1 from period 0 is equal to: i∈N Likewise due to (2) the flow into period 2 from period 1 is equal to:
Hence, the flow into period s > 0 from period s − 1 is equal to:
Consider only the requirements at time s and let z s ij denote the flow from node i to node j of those requirements at time s. That is, z s ij = x isjs when Ω s = 0. Let ∆ j denote the sum of supply at s and is defined as,
Since c irjs ≥ 0 and f irjs ≥ 0, then
Combining (6) with (7) implies:
Thus x * ırs is feasible for P2. Therefore, x * is an optimum for P2.
Empirical Evaluation
The purpose of the computational experiments described in this section is to compare branchand-bound performance when using two different methods for generating the M irjs values while solving TSFC problems exactly. The first method (M1) is a common method for determining the parameters. For each arc, M irjs is set equal to the sum of the total supply within the network. This obviously ensures that the value is large enough to not induce artificial bounds. The second method (M2) will use the procedure described in Section 3.
Two classes of problems were attempted. The first class includes all possible arcs between nodes within a time period as well as all possible arcs to nodes in the next time period. The second class is again fully dense within a time period, but includes arcs from each node in a time period to all nodes in all future time periods.
All node requirements, variable costs, and fixed costs for each test problem were randomly generated from a uniform distribution with pre-specified lower and upper limits. If possible, the demand at the last demand node was set so that total supply equaled total demand. Due to the structure of the TSFC, it is easy to determine if a problem has a feasible solution and infeasible problems were discarded. That is, for any time period r ∈ T , if the total demand in time periods 0, . . . , r exceeds the total supply in time periods 0, . . . , r then (1)- (4) If β r < 0 for any r ∈ T , then the problem is discarded.
Three range levels, corresponding to high, medium and low values, were generated for the node requirements. Similar levels were established for determining the variable and fixed costs. A problem with the high level of requirements, the medium level of variable costs, and the low level of fixed costs is denoted as an HML problem type. A full factorial design was used to test all possible combinations of high, medium, and low settings, resulting in 27 problem sets. For both problem classes and for both methods, thirty test problems were attempted for each of the 27 sets, resulting in a total of 3,240 test problems. All problems Table 1 . Table 1 About Here
The problems were solved using CPLEX 10.0 on Dell PE 2950 Dual Quad Core, 2.6GHz, 32GB RAM machines running Linux CentOS 4.6. The maximum time per instance was fixed at 4 CPU hours and the relative MIP gap tolerance was set to 0.0. The integrality parameter was left at the default value 10 −5 . Several problems did not solve within the specified time limit. A few problems did not achieve an optimal solution due to the integrality settings in CPLEX. The majority of those early terminations occurred while using the M1 procedure.
Only problems solved exactly by both methods were included in the averages and used to compute the comparison factors.
For both problem classes, there is a statistically significant difference in performance between the problem types. Figure 3 illustrates that problems with a lower ratio of variable to fixed cost often solve much faster than other problems. The fastest problem sets are those with the high level of variable cost and the low level of fixed cost. Problems with the the same level for variable and fixed costs have the most variability in the observed solve times. Tables 2 and 3 show the percentage of problems solved to optimality, average number of pivots, branch-and-bound nodes, and CPU time used to solve the test problems. Each of the problems in a given set has equal weight in determining the averages reported in Tables 2 and   3 . The average pivots ratio, average branch-and-bound nodes ratio, and average CPU time ratio are also reported. The average pivots ratio is defined as the average of the pivots ratios in a problem class for the instances which were solved to optimality by both strategies. For example, there were 23 LLL problem instances solved to optimality by methods M1 and M2.
The resulting 23 pivot ratios observed are averaged together to produce the statistic reported in Tables 2 and 3 . A similar calculation was performed for the average branch-and-bound nodes ratio and average CPU time ratio. Tables 2 and 3 About Here For the class 1 problems, method M1 solved about 83% of the 810 problems attempted within the 4 hour time limit, while M2 solved 94%. Easy problems, those that require less than 1 second to complete, do not benefit significantly from the M2 procedure. However, the vast majority of the harder problems did see significant reductions in pivots, branchand-bound nodes, and CPU time. For some hard problem instances the performance boost is dramatic. Figure 4 illustrates how the M1/M2 solve time ratio increases as the problems become more difficult. The log-log graph clearly shows a marked difference in the time ratio for problems when the M1 solve time is greater than 1 second. Statistically, at a 95% confidence level, there is sufficient evidence to conclude that M2 outperforms M1 for these harder problems. instances. In problem types MLM, MLH, MMH and HLH, method M1 solved less than a third to optimality, ranging from 20% to 33%. Method M2 solved more than twice as many, ranging from 53% to 87% solved exactly.
The HLH problem results contain a notable performance discrepancy. The problem set contains a single test instance, problem P100, in which M1 drastically outperforms M2.
Method M1 solved problem P100 twice as fast as method M2, using only 25% of the pivots, and 13% of the branch-and-bound nodes required by M2. Excluding this problem, M2 solved the 9 remaining HLH problems from 2.4 to 14 times faster than M1.
There are a small number of other hard test problems in which method M1 produces an exact solution more efficiently than method M2. In terms of the solve time ratio, the most notable of these is found in the problem type LLH, problem P1800. Method M1 solves it in less than 10 seconds, while method M2 takes more than 3 times as long to produce the same answer. Since the branch-and-bound algorithm uses a set of clever heuristics to search the feasible region, it is not surprising that method M1 occasionally outperforms method M2.
That is, there is some luck involved in finding a good upper bound early in the search that eliminates searching over the unattractive branches in the tree.
Class 2 problems, having nearly twice the number of variables and twice the number of constraints, were considerably harder problem instances. Method M1 solved only 62% of all the problems attempted while method M2 solved 76%. The class 2 results support the observation that easy problems do not benefit much from the M2 procedure. Some of the hard class 2 problems saw sizeable performance improvements. Method M2 solved test problems up to 225 times faster than M1, used up to 151 times fewer pivots and 107 times fewer branch-and-bound nodes required by method M1. Method M2 produced optimal solutions faster than M1 in 290 of 327 hard problems. In Figure 5 , the class 2 problem M1/M2 solve time ratios are plotted against the M1 solve times on a log-log scale. There is considerable variability in performace improvements as the problems become harder, but the trend is generally positive.
Similar to the class 1 results, problem types MLM, MLH, MMH and HLH were difficult to solve within the time limit. Method M1 solved less than 10%, while M2 solved 26% of these problem types. There are also a few noteworthy exceptions in the class 2 set of problems.
For example, problem P1600 of the LML set was solved by the M1 procedure in 23 minutes, which was less than half of the time required by M2. Table 4 . Using these distributions, thirty-six test cases were attempted and the results are recorded in Table 5 . As expected, many of these problems
were not solved in the four hour time limit. For those that were solved using both strategies, the M2 strategy always resulted in a smaller solution time. These results are consistent with those obtained using the Uniform distribution.
Tables 4 and 5 About Here
Summary and Conclusions
A strategy was presented to improve the continuous relaxation of the uncapacitated timespace fixed-charge network problem. Our method leverages the unique structure that a time-space problem imposes on a fixed-charge problem. Of critical importance, the method was proven to not create artificial bounds in a TSFC network. Extensive experimentation compared this procedure with a common alternative method used to calculate M irjs parameters in fixed-charge problems. The computational work validated the hypothesis that the new method could significantly improve performance time for exact solutions. Specifically for hard problems, those that require more than 1 second of CPU time, the new method solved 90% to 95% of them faster than the competing method. For the most difficult problems solved, our new strategy resulted in a speed-up factor of approximately 20 to 1.
Easy problems did not benefit from the use of the procedure. Statistically, there was no difference in average solve times for these easier problems. Further it was noted that the variable to fixed costs relationship was an important factor in determining problem difficulty.
Problems with higher level settings for fixed costs than variable costs resulted in substantially longer average run times. The simplicity of the procedure combined with the success of the experimentation suggests that the proposed method can be very useful in solving difficult TSFC problems, and related problems such as those described by Frost et al. (2008) . 
